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ContentoNow. Paperback. Condition: New. 388 pages. Dimensions: 9.6in. x 6.7in. x 0.9in.Through the
years, substance addiction has become a strategic issue. Most violence-related penalties constitute
a consequence of drugs and alcohol addiction, including a significant part of the property crimes.
This book portrays the problems roots. Approximately forty percent of those addicted to hard
substances, who come to Rothschild Two, successfully withdraw from substances. This saves the
police and courts work on tens of thousands of files, but even more so, spares a great deal of
suffering for the substance addicts, their families, and the public as a whole. The key to this
therapeutic success lies within the implementation of innovative models for helping addiction
victims and aiding in their rehabilitation. The core of the model is identifying their cycle of suffering
which has guided their lives for years. The author explains and demonstrates the relationship of
past personal trauma among substance addicts and their subsequent substance addiction. Amir
Pirani, born in 1959 in Kibbutz Nir David is married and father to three daughters. Amir has lived in
Tel Aviv for the past two decades. He founded and manages the Rothschild Two therapeutic center,
a part of the Social Services...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that here is the
best pdf i have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr . K a r elle Glover
This pdf is fantastic. It typically is not going to price too much. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for about if you request me).
-- Leslie Reing er
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